
THE FINDS

INTRODUCTION

All small finds recovered from the excavation of sites CS and CT are described and illustrated
by function within the material categories of copper alloy, iron, bone, shale, jet etc. in mf.
2/5, figs. 52-79. The decision was taken to group all objects of the same material from all sites
rather than treat each site as an individual unit. Archives held by the Corinium Museum are
available for consultation on prior application, and provide detailed listings of all objects for
each specific stratigraphic unit.

THE COINS
by

Richard Reece

As so few of the coins are actually associated directly with the bones of the various burials they
are all listed in chronological order within stratigraphical groups mf. 2/5. This is not the place
to deal in detail with some of the interesting numismatic points which the coins raise for many
details depend on coins from other sites in the town and these will be much better dealt with as
a whole at a later date. Numismatic comment has therefore been kept to a minimum. One coin,
which is, I think, foreign to British experience is the Sestertius of Septimius Severus formed
from two copper plates over an iron core. This class of forgery has recently been studied in the
Danube frontier area in Austria by Dembski and was the subject of a paper by him to the
International Numismatic Congress in Berne, 1979. It is hoped that his findings will be
published in due course in the Acta of that Congress.

With the listing of these coins in stratigraphical deposits it is no longer possible to see all the
coins in this report as one single group. The coins which are associated with the building have
little in common with those which accumulated later during the life of the cemetery, and the
coins in the grave earth are doubtfully related to the other groups. This therefore gives us
several fairly small groups of coins none of which permit detailed numerical comparison and
the commentary will therefore be qualitative, not quantitative.

The first point for discussion is the dating of the building on site CT and its subsequent
disuse, purely from the evidence of the coins. The latest coin in the pre-building group is a
barbarous radiate if the coin of the House of Constantine is regarded as intrusive, which from
the later coins seems likely. This suggests that the building belongs to the very end of the third
century. From the coins alone there is no obvious difference in the date of the construction of
the building, its use, and its disuse, because all of these deposits contain coins which could go
up to about the year 300. All three of the deposits contain coins of the period up to 230, and this
argues for a date nearer 270 than 300, for, by the end of the century, the earlier Denarii and
Scstertii had virtually disappeared from use and circulation.

The coins from the cobbled layer suggest a date of about 310 to 320; although this depends
on only two coins they do agree together, they follow deposits which seem to end by 300, and
coins of the 320's and 330's, often the most commonly found coins are absent. On site CT,
therefore, the coin evidence suggests that the cemetery may spread in the first quarter of the
fourth century.

Only four coins are recorded as part of the grave-goods - Period VI(a). Two of those are
not legible but the other two belong to the years 335-345. This shows that the cemetery was in
use perhaps in the 340's and 350's, after which such coins would be unusual, but not unknown.
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The other coin which has actual dating value is the siliqua of Honorius, for which a round date
of 400 may be suggested. Since this lay physically under the lumbar vertebrae of burial F it is
possible to say that burial continued after 400.

This leaves us with the large number of coins which were either associated with the burials in
a general sense, or part of the earth into which the burials were dug. Coins in grave fills on site
CT begin with Valerian I around 255 and conclude with the coin of Valens. On site CS the list
is similar but starts earlier, with the coin of Vespasian associated with the cremation 293, ends
later with the siliqua of Honorius, and has a greater concentration of coins of the House of
Constantine in the middle of the fourth century. The coins in the grave earth form the greater
numbers of coins found, but are unfortunately less well associated with use, disuse or reuse of
the building or the cemetery. On site CT there is a good collection (comparatively speaking) of
coins of the middle of the third century, a peak of radiates at the end of the century, and less
fourth century coins than might be expected from the general picture of coin finds in
Cirencester. On site CS there is again the excellent representation of coins from 220 to 260, the
expected radiate peak, but then a more usual number of coins of the fourth century continuing
strongly up to the House ofTheodosius. In all these deposits there is a good number of coins of
317 to 330, probably above normal. The topsoil shows simply a mixture of coins commented
On elsewhere.

No clear cut divisions are obvious in this description. Dated graves tell us that the cemetery
was in use in the fourth century; the general run of coins cannot add to this. Site CT has few
late coins associated with burials, but site CS has the greater number of late coins loose in the
grave earth. Two unusual concentrations of coins are obvious throughout the different deposits,
the first containing coins of c. 200 to 260, the second, coins of c. 310 to 330. It seems likely that
these two groups are of different origins for the base silver denarii and radiates of the first half
of the third century are presumably too early in the building and cemetery sequence to
represent a major phase of burial. Their origin is presumably to be found in the general rubbish
levels which formed the sub-soil of the later cemetery and they have therefore a bearing on
rubbish removal from the town, rather than intensity of burial on this site. It is all the more
remarkable that these coins are, in general, rare in deposits inside the town, or, for that matter,
inside any of the towns of southern Britain. The only other deposit in which similar numbers of
these coins have been found is the Balkerne Lane deposit at Colchester where Philip Crummy
and the Colchester Archaeological Trust excavated outside the walls of the town in advance of
ring-road construction, and were able to empty considerable stretches of the city ditch. I have
already used these two deposits of what I take to be third century town refuse dumped outside
the walls to argue that this shows considerable organisation and some prosperity inside the
towns in the first half of the third century, and this argument need not be repeated here (Reece
1982 forthcoming).

The coins of 310 to 330 must come from a different source if the cemetery was in use at the
beginning of the fourth century, since that would have precluded the tipping of rubbish. These
coins would then suggest a phase of cemetery usc, and, presumabley, the deposition of coins
with the burials, or in the grave fills. Whether or not the beginning of this putative burial phase
can be pinned down is interesting. The coins which occur in unusual numbers arc coins which
normally occur on any site in Britain; what is unusual is their number compared, say to the
coins of the preceeding and following decades. The earlier coins which [ picked out as unusual
are not in this class for they are distinctly uncommon even in large groups of site finds from
inside towns. The second peak is therefore an intensification of coin deposition of the normal
pattern rather than an abnormal pattern.

If we look, for a moment at earlier coins, struck and used before 310 then different patterns
emerge. The coins of 260 to 275 are so commonly found everywhere that their presence can say
little. Coins from mints in Italy struck between 270 and 294 are unusual as site finds anywhere
in Britain, and again, their absence from this site is simply a conformation to the general
pattern. The larger silvered bronze coins struck after Diocletian's reform of 294 do occur all
over Britain, but always in small numbers. As these large coins gradually fall in weight so they
arc more commonly found on sites, until by 330 a final reduction makes them a very
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commonly lost coin. If we apply this to the cemetery coins the absence of coins of the first
Tetrarchy (Diocletian, Maximian et al. 294 to 305) is strange; one or two might well be
expected for they occur rarely but consistently as site fmds. Their absence is the more
remarkable when the larger numbers of coins after 310 are remembered. In general summary
this would seem to suggest an absence of use of the site for any purpose, whether as rubbish
dump or 'as cemetery, in the two decades around 300, and a fairly sudden rise in burials
involving coins soon after 310. These points are, of course, subjective, for they could equally be
replaced with a theory of non-coin burial from 290 to 310, and then a change of fashion around
310 involving the deposition of coins; at least an attempt has been made to interpret this coin
pattern.

FINDS FROM THE ROADSIDE BUILDING (CT)

Material recovered from the roadside building CT is of interest in its reflection of a craft
agricultural function for a probable non-domestic building. Items of a personal nature such as
brooches, rings and toilet articles are noticeably fewer in number than from cemetery levels.
Craft and working tools, particularly in iron, dominate - styli, ox-goads, knives - with the
on-site manufacture of small items of iron such as hobnails, and nails suggested by the presence
of slag and the smithing hearth, p. 64. Structural items are represented by the nails, clamps,
brackets, hinges, hooks and keys, with lighting provided by iron candlesticks. Re-use of
material in the construction of the building is shown by the fragment of a tombstone from the
footings of one of the walls, and the fragment of a statue of the Deae Matres. Worked objects in
bone, shale and jet - materials used predominantly for objects of a personal character - are
rare in comparison with levels post-dating the building. Of two intaglios recovered, one came
from a context within the building.

FINDS FROM THE CEMETERY

A. OBJECTS ASSOCIATED WITH BURIALS

In accordance with the Roman practice of furnishing graves with objects to aid passage into,
or for use in the after-life, a number of categories of objects might be expected to be present:
coins; personal ornaments such as brooches, pins, combs, beads, necklaces, bracelets, rings;
clothing requisites such as buckles, hobnails from shoes or boots; cosmetic necessities; and
representations of the deceased's occupation or trade. Pottery or glass vessels may have
contained food and drink, with joints of meat represented by finds of non-human bones. Fruits
and berries may also have been deposited but archaeological techniques have failed to reflect
these. Such grave goods were either left intact or for some unknown reason were deliberately
mutilated.

For an object to be said to be associated with a burial a number of parameters have been
considered essential; firstly, the object or objects, whether complete or broken, should be found
on the skeleton in a corresponding position to that expected during life; and secondly if this is
not the case, the position of the objects should reflect a consistent and deliberate placing out of
context within the grave cut or coffin outline. Objects which constitute the physical encasement
of the body in the ground - nails, hinges, decorative fittings - have been discussed on p. 86.

The paucity of burials with accompanying objects, is very obvious. Burial 196, a child of
about three years of age, was by far the 'richest' burial butied within a wooden coffin, with a
silver-clasped bead necklace, and two bone bracelets, one on each wrist. Two burials B (M,
adult) and I (F, 35-50) had coins placed in the mouth, and burial 214 (F, 27-33) had coins
covering each eye. An iron ring was recovered from the region of the left hand of burial 5 (M,
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35-50; ?M, adult; F, adult; F, adult - the duplieity of individuals on anatomical investigation
makes this association rather dubious); and copper alloy bracelets were worn by 179 (M, 45-55)
and 228 (child, c. 3). In the context of personal toiletry, a double-sided bone comb was found
above rhe sternum of burial 175 (F, 50-60; ?, 6-7). Five burials produced clusters of hobnails
indicative of the presence of shoes or boots within the grave - 117 (F, 22-24); 252 (?F, 40-60);
280 (M, 18); 302 (M, 40-50); and 356 (F, 40-50).

Within three stone coffins, burial 719 was accompanied by a pottery cooking vessel
containing the carcass of a domestic chicken; and burials 356 (F, 40-50) and 357 (F, 23-29) by a
glass carafe, and a 'pickle' jar respectively.

Obvious joints of mear placed with burials were not noticeable in association with individual
skeletons. However, following detailed anatomical study by Dr. Wells, animal bone fragments
were segregated from the human, and were studied by Clare Thawley, mf, 2/5. By studying
burial drawings and photographs in retrospect, it has been possible to differentiate between the
two classes of bone in only one insrance, burial 322, where two fragments of animal bone were
found near the mouth. The fragments were of such an inconsequential size that they were not
obviously alien to the burial during excavation, and probably represent rubbish introduced into
the grave shaft during burial in rubbish-dumped levels, rather than a deliberate offering. The
scattering of animal bone refuse through all levels of the grave earth as a result of domestic
rubbish clearance from the town has led to problems in differentiating between deliberately
placed offerings, and mixing of earth in the process of grave digging.

Those burials with an accompanying object or objects which can be said to be associated
directly with the burial as a result of obvious deliberate positioning in relation to the body are
listed below.

Burial B
A coin of third-fourth century A.D. was found in the mouth of the burial. Unfortunately the
reverse was illegible and it is not possible to assign a more precise date to the coin.

Burial 1
Similarly a coin of third-fourth century date was recovered from the mouth of burial 1. The
reverse was illegible.

Burial 5
An iron ring was recorded as being on the left hand of this burial. Corrosion has removed
much of the outline, but the ring would appear to be a simple band of rectangular section,
widening to give a flat oval bezel.

Burial 117
Clusters of hobnails were recovered from around both feet of this burial. No discernible pattern
of nails was visible to suggest the pattern of the shoes.

Burial 175
Composite double-sided bone comb, one end decorated with a stylised representation of an
owl, found lying across the sternum of burial 175. Examples of combs with very similar
decoration have been found at Lankhills, Winchester, associated with Graves 297 and 381 for
example, dated A.D. 390-410, (Clarke, 1979, fig. 84, 323; fig. 96, 479).

Burial 179
Flat bracelet of copper alloy decorated with alternating V-shaped notches, the ends hooked to
form a simple interlocking fastening, was found on the left wrist of this burial.

Burial 196 (N.B. burial lying prone)
a. Bone bracelet of rectangular section, with decoration on the upper surface consisting of

parallel grooves. A thin wrapping of sheet copper alloy joins two segments together, with
other similar bindings presumably holding other sections to make up the complete circum
ference. Found on the left wrist.

b. Fragment of a bone bracelet of rounded D cross-section. Undecorated, the two surviving
lengths overlap and are held together by two small iron studs. Worn on the right wrist of
the child.
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c. Silver clasp for a necklace of which 150 beads were recovered from around the neck of the
burial. The clasp can be paralleled in copper alloy from two graves at Lankhills, Grave 117,
dated A.D. 350-70, and Grave 183, dated A.D. 360-90, (Clarke, 1979, fig. 75, 140; and
fig. 79, 182).

The beads have been analysed by Mrs. M. Guido who has supplied the following
information:
The necklace comprised about 16 small tubular coral beads; 56 slightly graduated opaque •
emerald green short tubular beads; 86 tiny annular or sometimes slightly biconical beads of
the same green glass; 3 small irregular beads of crystal; and one bright translucent blue bead
of square section with a diamond facet on each face.

The character of the necklace is unusual and reflects 'intrusive' beads which appear to
become commoner in late Roman times. As described above the clasp is of late fourth
century date when compared with examples from Lankhills. The necklace also includes
coral beads (?of Mediterranean or Black Sea origin) not very commonly found, crystal
beads (more frequently associated with Anglo-Saxon necklaces), and a faceted bead of a
type particularly common in Roumania and other East European countties. Bone bracelets
associated with this burial arc abnormal in Roman contexts, and can be similarly paralleled
in the Lankhills Cemetery.

Burial 214
Two coins had been placed over the eyes of this burial: a coin of Helena, A.D. 337-345 (as HK
182;) was found covering the right eye; and a coin of Constans, A.D. 345-8, (HK 155), on the
left eye.

Burial 228
A copper alloy penannular bracelet decorated with faceted knobs was found near the right
elbow of this small child.
This burial is particularly noteworthy for the coffin fittings illustrated fig. 36.

Burials 252 and 280
Hobnails were recovered from the feet of both burials, suggesting burial with shoes on the feet.

Burial 302
Hobnails were found around the left foot only.

Burial 356
Lying in fragments at the feet of the burial within the stone coffin were the remains of a flask in
thin greenish glass, with a flat infolded rim, bulbous body, and concave base with high 'kick'
and pontil mark.

Hobnails were recovered from the remains of two shoes either side of the feet.

Burial 357
Small 'pickle' jar in green glass with an infolded rim. (Isings form 62). The square-bodied jar
can be dated to the second century. Its base marking is a line round the edge with a St.
Andrew's cross in the centre, largely obscured by the pontil mark.

Burial 719
Black-burnished cooking pot (Fabric 74) with right-angled or obtuse lattice, c. A.D. 240-290.
Found at the feet of the burial within the stone coffin, with a chicken carcass inside, mf. 2/5.

B. OBJECTS FROM GRAVE SHAFTS
Table 4 lists all those objects not obviously closely associated with a burial but found within 15
cm. of the skeleton. The disturbed nature of the site and continuous usc over a long period of
time may have displaced objects once deliberately interred with an individual, in particular
personal objects and jewellery. Objects in the list which have a less obvious burial association
may have originated in the dumped rubbish material from the town, scattered over the site,
which became incorporated in the grave shaft by digging through rubbish contaminated layers.

Objects of intrinsic interest from within the grave shafts have been illustrated and described,
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and will be found incorporated in the small finds catalogue, mf. figs. 52-79.
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C. OBJECTS FROM GRAVE EARTH
Objects recovered from the grave earth arc in a very fragmentary condition, and as has been
argued for the pottery p. 112 so here also the objects may have been introduced in to
the area after disposal in the town, rather than as casual loss of possessions or personal
ornament carried or worn by individuals visiting the area. The cemetery grave earth
contains a higher proportion of personal objects such as beads, bracelets, rings and toilet
articles and in many cases disturbance of burials by later graves may have caused the
dispersal of personal objects either worn by or intentionally placed with the burials.

Objects of intrinsic interest from the grave earth have been illustrated and incorporated into
the catalogue, mf. figs. 52-79.


